The Mathematical Model of the Coal Gasification Process in a Flow
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Abstract

The work purpose - perfection of gasification technologies of processing low reactive high zole coals. For purpose achievement the method of an intensification of process of gasification of coal in an ascending stream of the oxidizer activated by nanocatalyst, and also a mathematical model of the specified process is offered. A mathematical model of a process of coal gasification in a one-dimensional steady flow in the form of a system of ordinary differential equations of energy and changes in the concentrations of the reactants is represented in this paper. Model is based on the kinetics of chemical reactions that determine the process. The offered mathematical model will allow to make calculations of parameters of macrokinetics and heat exchange at coal gasification in an ascending stream.
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1. Introduction

Coal power industry in Russia is the largest consumer of low-quality Russian steam coal, which is about 90% of the total annual consumption of coal fuel at thermal power plants [1]. According to the Russia energy strategy within the period up to 2030 [1], it is planned to increase the share of coal usage in the energy sector. Thermal power plants are supplied with coal with an ash content of about 30% and low output of volatile materials. Within the flaring of the coal in the furnaces of power boilers, the lighting by gas or fuel oil is required and there appear problems with the ash disposal. The increase of burning low-grade solid fuels puts on the agenda issues of significant improvement in its use as by means of improvement of the traditional way of burning as through the development of new ones.

2. Methods

In this regard, the high-promising direction of the use of high-ash low-reactive coals is the use of the gasification technologies.

There are various types of coal gasification technologies [2, 3]: in a fixed bed; in a fluidized bed; in a stream; in melts and plasma gasification.

In this paper, we consider a method of a gasification of solid fuels in an upward jet-vortex flow by the oxidant, activated by nanocatalyst.

A characteristic feature of this method is the gasification of coal dust in a turbulized upstream. In a vertical coil chamber a reaction surface is increased owing to the high turbulence of flow and small particles as well as an intensity of the gasification process, which allows reducing the volume of the reaction chamber and improve a capacity of a gasifier. Coal-derived gas, produced in a gasifier can be further burned in a volume of a burning chamber within rated work or can be transferred to external consumers. This makes it possible, firstly, to conduct processes of gasification at stationary – nominal operating mode, and, secondly, with a decrease in consumption of the electric load to accumulate fuel energy (in this case in the form of coal-derived gas as salable products).

For further intensification of gasification process in the described method it is offered to use an oxidizing agent, activated by nanocatalyst. In this regard, a particular interest is carbon nanostructures of new homologous series – fullerenes and fulleroids [4]. According to experimental studies, such carbon nanomaterials as fullerenes,
astralenes, high-defective multilayered nanotubes, contribute to formation of photophysical reactions of singlet-excited state of contacted molecular air oxygen under electromagnetic radiation. Generated singlet oxygen reacts with the carbon of a fuel with considerably high kinetic efficiency, compared with known active forms of oxygen (atomic oxygen and ozone).

A schematic diagram of a gasifier, which realizes the offered method is shown in Figure 1. Preliminary prepared coal dust is fed into the bottom of the jet-vortex gasifier.

Despite many years of study of burning processes and gasification of coals, in particular [5-20], currently, there are still many unexplored issues. Known models and methods do not allow us to calculate the parameters of macrokinetics and heat exchange in coal gasification in an upward jet-vortex flow. In this regard, it is relevant to develop mathematical models to fill this gap.

The area of the mathematical modeling is a gasification chamber 1, which is a coil channel with a constant cross-section for gases’ pass. The model is one-dimensional with spatial coordinate z. Coordinate z axis coincides with the axis of the gasifier and its zero point is at the input section of the coil channel (Figure 1).

During the development of this mathematical model, the following assumptions are accepted:

1) The flow and the z-axis are directed vertically upwards.
2) The gasification processes occur in the one-dimensional steady flow.
3) Kinetic and potential energy of dispersed flow is small compared to its enthalpy.
4) Solid particles and gases have the same temperature.
5) To the entrance to the coil channel the particles of coal (coke) come, which passed the stage of drying and devolatilization.
6) The gasifier chamber pressure does not depend on z and is equal to atmospheric one.
7) The dispersed flow velocity is equal to the velocity of the gas.
8) The hovering velocity is determined for medium-sized solid particles.

During the gasification of low-reactive coal number of chemical reactions takes place, of which the most important are the following:

\[ C + O_2 = CO_2 + Q_1, \]  
\[ 2C + O_2 = 2CO + Q_2 \]
\[ C + H_2O = CO + H_2 - Q_3 \]  
\[ C + 2H_2O = CO_2 + 2H_2 - Q_4 \]  
\[ C + CO_2 = 2CO - Q_5 \]  
\[ C + 2H_2 = CH_4 + Q_6 \]  
\[ CO + H_2O = CO_2 + H_2 + Q_7 \]  
\[ 2CO + O_2 = 2CO_2 + Q_8, \]  
\[ 2H_2 + O_2 = 2H_2O + Q_9 \]  
\[ CH_4 + 2O_2 = CO_2 + 2H_2O + Q_{10}, \]

where \( Q_i, \ i = 1 \ldots 10 \) – absolute value of heat effects of corresponding reactions \( \text{kJ/kmol} \); For reactions (1)-(6) heat effect corresponds to the carbon kmole, for reactions (7)-(8) – to \( CO \) kmole, for (9) – to \( H_2 \) kmole, for (10) – to \( CH_4 \) kmole.

The developed model is open for other reactions that can make a significant contribution to the results of the gasification process.

The main correlations in the mathematical model are ordinary differential equations, reflecting the law of conservation of energy and mass conservation law for the seven components involved in the reactions (1)-(10). In its turn, the corresponding equations of conservation of mass are based on the kinetics of the processes (1)-(10). The equations of motion in this model are absent because of the small pressure changes by height of the gasification chamber. Aerodynamic resistance of the gasifier can be calculated separately and independently from the energy equation. The system of ordinary differential equations for one-dimensional steady-state flow is as follows:

\[
(\rho w)_{\text{mix}} \frac{d(cT)}{dz} = f \mu_c \left[ \frac{\mu_{CO}}{M_{CO}^2} (k_1 Q_1 + 2k_2 Q_2) - \frac{\mu_{H_2O}}{M_{H_2O}^2} (k_3 Q_3 + 0.5k_4 Q_4) - \frac{k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{CO}}}{M_{CO}^2} Q_5 + \frac{0.5k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{H}_2}}{M_{H_2}^2} Q_6 \right] + \]

\[
\frac{\mu_{\text{CO} \text{H}_2 \text{O}}}{M_{\text{CO} \text{H}_2 \text{O}}^2} \left[ \frac{k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{CO}}}{M_{H_2O}^2} Q_7 + \frac{k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{CO}}}{M_{H_2O}^2} Q_8 \right] + \frac{\mu_{\text{CO}}}{M_{\text{CO}_2}^2} \left[ \frac{k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{CO}}}{M_{H_2O}^2} Q_7 + \frac{k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{CH}_4}}{M_{\text{CH}_4}^2} Q_9 \right] - q_0 \frac{p_0}{F} - q_1 \frac{p_1}{F} - \frac{dQ}{dz},
\]

\[
\frac{d(w_{\text{mix}})}{dz} = -A_c f \mu_c M_c \left[ \frac{\mu_{\text{CO} \text{H}_2 \text{O}}}{M_{\text{CO} \text{H}_2 \text{O}}^2} (k_1 Q_1 + 2k_2 Q_2) + \frac{\mu_{\text{H}_2 \text{O}}}{M_{\text{H}_2O}^2} (k_3 Q_3 + 0.5k_4 Q_4) + \frac{k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{CO}}}{M_{\text{CO}_2}^2} + \frac{0.5k_{\text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{H}_2}}{M_{\text{H}_2}^2} \right], \]

where \((\rho w)_{\text{mix}}\) – mixture mass rate, \(\text{kg/(m}^2\text{s})\); \(w\) – the flow velocity, \(\text{m/s}\); \(c\) – specific heat of gas and solid components' mixture, \(\text{kJ/(kg·K)}\); \(T\) – the flow temperature, \(\text{K}\); \(f\) – specific surface of contact of cokes particles with gases \(\text{m}^2/\text{kg}\); \(\mu_c, \mu_{\text{CO}}, \mu_{\text{H}_2O}, \mu_{\text{CO}2}, \mu_{\text{H}_2}, \mu_{\text{CO}}, \mu_{\text{CH}_4}\) – correspondingly, carbon, oxygen, water steam, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, carbon and methane oxide, \(\text{kg/m}^3\); \(M_c, M_{\text{CO}_2}, M_{\text{H}_2O}, M_{\text{CO}}, M_{\text{CH}_4}\) – mole mass of the corresponding components, kg/kmole; \(k_1, k_{10}\) – the constants of the velocity of the heterogeneous (1)-(6) and homogenous (7)-(10) chemical reactions; \(q_0, q_1\) – the densities of the heat streams on the inner and the outer cylindrical surface of the gasification chamber \(\text{kJ/(m}^2\text{s})\); \(P_0, P_1\) – the outer and the inner perimeter of the gasification chamber coil channel, m; \(F\) – the channel cross section, \(\text{m}^2\); \(q_r\) – the density of the resulting radiant heat flux on the coil channel transversal cross section (directed along the z axis) \(\text{kJ/(m}^2\text{s})\); \(w\) – the gas velocity by z axis, \(\text{m/s}\); \(\mu_c^*\) – expendable carbon concentration, \(\text{kg/m}^3\); \(A_c, A_{\text{O}_2}\) – empirical coefficients for the carbon and the oxygen concentration change.

For the other homogenous components \((\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{CO}_2, \text{H}_2, \text{CO}, \text{CH}_4)\), participating in the reaction (1)-(10), the obtained relations are equal to the equation (13).

The mass velocity \((\rho w)_{\text{mix}}\) in the equation (11) for the considered stationary one-dimension flow does not depend on the z coordinate: \((\rho w)_{\text{mix}} = G_{\text{mix}}/F\), where \(G_{\text{mix}}\) – mass mixture consumption, kg/s.

Let us emphasize that the left side of the equation (12) the expenditure is used, and on the right side the actual concentration of carbon is used. The connection between the expenditure and the true concentration of carbon is obtained in the form of the following equation:

\[
\mu_c^* = \frac{\rho_c \mu_c v_c}{\rho_c + (\mu_c v_c - 1)}
\]
The sliding coefficient $v_c$ is connected with the hovering velocity $w_{nav}$ by the following way:

$$v_c = 1 - \frac{w_{nav}}{w}$$

Hovering velocity $w_{nav} = w - v_c$ is calculated for the coke particles of average size.

To solve the system of ordinary differential equations (11)-(13) the following boundary conditions are given:

$$\left(\mu_E\right)_0 = \frac{C^*/100}{T_0aV^0/273+d_n/\rho_{H2O}};$$
$$\left(\mu_{O2}\right)_0 = \frac{(0.21aV^0/273+0^*/100)}{T_0aV^0/273+d_n/\rho_{H2O}};$$
$$\left(\mu_{H2O}\right)_0 = \frac{W^*/100+d_n}{T_0aV^0/273+d_n/\rho_{H2O}};$$
$$\left(\mu_{H2}\right)_0 = \frac{H^*/100}{T_0aV^0/273+d_n/\rho_{H2O}};$$
$$\left(\mu_{CO}\right)_0 = 0; \left(\mu_{CO2}\right)_0 = 0; \left(\mu_{CH4}\right)_0 = 0.$$

Here $C^*$, $O^*$, $H^*$, $W^*$ are the carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and moisture content in the fuel mass %; $\alpha$ - the air surplus coefficient; $V^0$ - the air quantity, which is theoretically necessary for the complete burning of 1 kg of the work coil mass, m$^3$/kg; $d_n$ - the weight percent of steam, fed into the gasification chamber, kg/kg; $T_0$ - the temperature at the gasification chamber outlet, K; $\rho_{H2O}$ - the density of the water steam at the temperature $T_0$ and the atmospheric pressure, kg/m$^3$.

3. Conclusion

Gasification in a stream is perspective way of processing firm petroleum as allows to use coals of any quality and to lower emissions of harmful substances in atmosphere.

Gasification of solid fuel in the upward jet vortex takes place at high turbulence of the medium and small sizes of particles, which increases a reaction surface and the intensity of the gasification process, thus reducing the volume of the reaction chamber at a predetermined capacity of the gasifier.

The offered mathematical model considers the basic features of process of gasification of coal in a stream and represents system of the ordinary differential equations describing cinetic of chemical reactions, proceeding in the gasification chamber.

For further intensification of the gasification process in the described method it is offered to use an oxidizing agent, activated by carbon nanocatalysts of new homologous series - fullerenes and fulleroids. This leads to formation of singlet oxygen which reacts with fuel carbon with considerably high kinetic efficiency.

In model the factors are put, allowing to consider influence of nanoadditives for the speed and depth of course of reactions of gasification of coal.

For mathematical model the assumptions are presented which are not contradicting real features of course of process.

Distribution of the process along the length of the vertical channel provides ample opportunities for control, optimization, and control of gasification parameters.

Mathematical model with distributed parameters will more adequately reflect the low-reactive coal gasification processes than models with lumped parameters. There is the possibility of adapting the model by changing the values of parameters, obtained experimentally.
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